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Abstract

The considerations of the preceding paper are extended to the case of pulses

having infinite (exponential) tails. Exact solutions are presented for pure exponential

pulses all of the same height; ruin theory is applied for pulses of more realistic form.
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1. Introduction

The preceding paper [1] (referred to as I) gave a critical review of the applicability

of ruin theory to the pulse pile-up problem. While presenting some illustrations relat-

ing to infinitely tailed pulses I restricted its detailed considerations to short, pulses,

viz. those that return permanently to the baseline after a definite time. The present '

paper extends the analysis to infinitely tailed pulses that ultimately decline exponen-

tially towards the time axis at a rate proportional to e~' which is taken, therefore, to

define the unit of time relative to which the pulses arise randomly at the mean rate

X. [For the short pulses treated in I the unit of time was the length of the pulse but

no confusion arises on account of this change of definition.]

2. The pure exponential pulse

The archetypal tailed pulse is the pure exponential e~' which rises instantaneously

to height unity at t=0. Although such pulses are not encountered in practice in this

simple form realistic pulses often display exponential tails; it is important to establish

the properties of the pure infinite exponential in order to be able to graft it onto

realistic porticos in a manner similar to that discussed in sects. 7 and 8 of I.

2.1 The basic integral equation

If we call Px(£)d£ the probability that, at an arbitrary instant, the pile-up of such

pure exponentials all of unit height lies in the range i to I + d(, it is elementary to •«

show that [2]:

px(t) = x j T Px(k)k~x ex~x dk . (i)

This is the integral equation the solution to which, subject to obvious boundary

conditions and normalization, yields the probability fi(D) that the pile-up exceeds



D at the arbitrary instant where:

n(D) = jT px(t)de. (2)

2.2 The general solution of the integral equation

The exact general solution to eqs. (1) and (2) may be obtained* by Laplace

transform methods; it is**:

ft(D) = - I" t~l exp[X{Ci{t)-y-)nt}]nn[X Si(t)]cosDtdt . (3)
7T JO

Although this solution is exact its numerical evaluation can be exceedingly cumber-

some and it is quite unsuitable for use in practice.

2.3 Integral ranges of D

Exact solutions are also available for integral ranges of D:

For 0 < D < 1:

For 1< D < 2:

Direct application of eqs. (4) and (5) is sometimes useful. However, our interest is

'This solution of the integral equation (1), and several other of the results in sects. 2.2, 2.3

g and 2.4, were obtained by the late Dr. Boris Davison in 1945 in the Montreal laboratories

of the British-Canadian atomic energy project (later the AECL Chalk River laboratories).

'1 "As in I, mathematical notations follow ref. [1] of I.



chiefly in the case Q{D) « 1 for which high numerical precision is demanded in the

numerical evaluations, and this can be awkward in respect of T(X). More useful is

an expansion of (4) and (5) in powers of X which we do by remembering:

= n
n=l

= 1 + AX2 + BX3 + CX* + ... ,

where:

A = -TT 2 /12

B = «3)/3

C = (S-7r4/180)/16

withS = £ —. Y ^=0 .8117424 . . . .

Now:

For 0 < D < 1:

«(D) = EX + FX2 + GX3 + IfX4 + . . . , (6)

where:

E = - In D

F = -A- i ln 'D

G = -B - Am £> - i In3 D

tf = -C-BlnD- iAln 2 D-Jj ln 'P .

For 1 < D < 2:

Write:



Then:

il{D) = JX2 + A\Y3 + LX* + ... , (7)

where:

J = A

K = B

L = C

+ i E(2) [ln2(D-l) - 17T2] + i 7r2[21n I> ln (D- l ) - In2 0] .

Fig. 1 displays the accuracy of these .Y4 approximations of (6) and (7) which

are seen to remain useful up to quite large values of X. Fig. 2 gives the empirical

magnitude of the coefficient of an X5 term needed to bring the approximate X4-

expansions of expressions (6) and (7) into full agreement with the exact values.

We may easily write down exact expressions for £1{D) extending expressions (4)

and (5) in successive unit increments of D. However, as remarked, our chief interest

in Q.(D) << 1 leads us to expansions of such expressions in powers of .Y, and these

rapidly become excessively cumbersome; we resort to other approximations.

2.4 Approximations for il(D)

We have already in I, in sect. 4, considered and dismissed the Gaussian approxi-

mation to fi(D) as of no practical utility.

A useful approximation to (3), increasingly valid for D/X >> 1 and for D >> 1

is:

f D 1/2

Q(D)=\

where e1' = j j£. It is also useful to consider the correction of order D ' to expression
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(8) which is proportional to:

Fig. 3 displays the exact £l(D) of (3) and indicates the region within which the

accuracy of:

) (9)

betters 20% where il{D)8 stands for expression (8), the factor j in (9) being empirical.

[Note that (9) should not be used for D < 2 for which the results of sect. 2.3 are

available.]

2.5 Ruin theory for Q(D)

The general application of ruin theory for tailed pulses has been discussed in

sect. 5 of I; its success in respect both of the delta-function distribution of pulse

heights for pure exponential pulses, for which the exact solution has been given in

this present section and for which the ruin theory solution is given in (20) of I, and

in respect of the exponential distribution of pulse heights for such pulses, for which

the exact solution is given in (22) of I and the ruin-theory solution in (23) of I, has

been displayed in figs. 13 and 14 of I.

3. Exponentially tailed pulses with portico

Practical pulses often display exponential tails but rise to their maximum value

and initially decline beyond it according to various forms. For particularly simple

forms for such porticos, for which exact solutions are available as presented in I,

we may simply numerically convolute the exact solution for the portico with the

exact solution for the exponential tail, as presented in sect. 2 of the present paper,

or with an appropriate approximation to it, to gain the overall il(D). If this is not

satisfactory then the portico can be synthesized according to the methods of sect. 7
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of I and grafted onto the exponential tail using ruin theory for the portico and the

solutions of sect. 2 of the present paper for the tail, or ruin theory for both.

As in our discussion in sect. 8 of I it is useful to have available results for various

forms of portico that may be adequate for direct application or initial orientation;

such are the sawtooth/flat-top portico, the tented portico and the sugarloaf portico.

3.1 Sawtooth/flat-top portico

This pulse form is shown in fig. 4(a). Its ruin-theory solution is:

X V \ r r2 / r\ r r

where:

B = e'(t,£-

C = e'(tl[r-2

Fig. 5 shows the expected very rapid increase of fi(D) with the extent of the portico

for the choice <i = 5 h-

[Note that in this, as in other illustrations of porticoed exponential pulses, the

unit of time for describing the portico, as for defining X, is the time constant of the

exponential tail; the unit of time is not derived from the portico itself.]

3.2 Tented portico

This pulse form is shown in fig. 4(b). Its ruin-theory solution is:

X r V rj r \ rl rl r

where: E = hzhL f = *'"*' G=-
/(!-/) I"/ / '

Then: fi(m = exp(^(r) - t2] - rD)



eT* er 1
where : $(r) = E — + F G- + Ei(rf) - 7 - In r/

r rV r

and: tf = / ( l + / £ ) J = 2/E + 1 .

Note that fl(D) is independent of the time, tm, between ij and t2 at which the

maximum pulse height of unity is reached. If it is additionally wished that the junction

at t2 match the slopes of the tent and exponential, we must have tm = 1 + t2 - - .

(It is, of course, easy to write down il(D) for grafting at different heights /] and f2

at <i and r2, respectively.)

£l(D) is not illustrated for the tented portico: its general features resemble those

of fig. 5 for the sawtooth/flat-top portico.

3.3 Sugarloaf portico

This pulse form is illustrated in fig. 6: a sugarloaf is grafted smoothly to an

exponential tail at a fraction / of the maximum pulse height. Its ruin-theory solution

is:

where:

Then:

(r - § + rv/r=7e" [l+/ - £] + (4r* - 4r + 3)A') + M] }

where : L = Ei(rf) - 7 - In rf

M = e r ' ( r / - l ) + l .

Fig. 7 shows il(D) as a function of / . The tremendous influence of the exponential

tail is directly illustrated in fig. 8 which shows the effect of its removal. (This effect
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is, of course, general to all tailed pulses and shows the desirability, from the point of

view of minimizing pi\e-up, of making tails as short as possible.)

4. Comparison of pulse-forms

A situation sometimes arises in which pulses of different form are simultaneously

present because, for example, of a differing detector response to different sorts of

simultaneously present radiation that together constitute the background whose pile-

up is in question or because of a detector response that depends upon the geometry

of the radiation with respect to the detector.* The handling of such a circumstance

by ruin theory is straightforward since one merely has to construct /(c), hence <fi{r)

and fi(D), by appropriately summing over the various sorts of pulses involved with

regard for their various contributions to the overall effective counting rate X and

having regard for the fact that the different pulse forms will probably each carry

their own different definition of the unit of time so that the overall X is not just a

simple sum of individual rates.

In such circumstances it is sometimes useful to notice that different pulse forms

can be used as surrogates, the one of the other, so that their several contributions to

pile-up can be acceptably related by a simple transformation. It is not profitable to

treat this matter in general terms since the transformations involved depend upon

the specific pulse forms in question; but as an illustration we consider the comparison

between one short pulse, namely the sawtooth, and one tailed pulse, namely the pure

exponential. This comparison is chosen because we can test the outcome against

qualitative expectation.

*We must also be sensitive to the fact that spatio-temporal relationships within the detector

may affect pulse height and form.



Compare the pile-up of pure exponentials, all of unit height, with sawteeth also

all of unit height. We define the time scales for the two pulse forms separately in the

usual way and ask if there is a pulse-length Tt for the sawteeth (in units of the time

constant of the exponentials' decay) such that the pile-up for the two pulse forms

resemble each other reasonably closely for the same absolute counting rate X (as

denned for the exponentials). Te will obviously be a function of X but if a reasonable

match can be found for values of Tc that do not vary too rapidly with X, then the

one pulse form would be an acceptable surrogate for the other. We should obviously

expect Tc > 1 because Tc = 1 would correspond to the same initial slope at f=0

(consider sawteeth that rise instantaneously at /=0) and therefore to more pile-up

for the exponentials than for the sawteeth. We should also expect Tc < 2 since Te — 2

f°°
would correspond to the same value of / c(i)dt for the two pulse forms but with

Jo

a greater concentration in time for the sawteeth and therefore more pile-up for them

than for the exponentials.

Fig. 9 shows that quite a reasonable match can indeed be found for Tc-values

changing only slowly with X and within the expected range: Tt = 1.50, 1.57, 1.63

and 1.67 for -Y = 0.5, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. This means that a mixture of pure

exponentials, e~', and sawteeth of length T, may be acceptably handled by ascribing

to the sawteeth an effective rate of incidence T,/Te times greater than their actual

(defined in terms of the decay constant of the exponentials), then considering them to

be exponentials and folding them together with the true exponentials, into an overall

$(<:„«,).

5. Note on Monte Carlo

It might seem that pulse pile-up is an ideal candidate for estimation by Monte-

Carlo methods, but this is not so if we wish to carry the exploration to the smallest
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values of il(D) of likely concern: the labour becomes vastly excessive. It might, how-

ever, especially for a rapid and initial orientation for complicated c(t), ff(cmM), be

attractive to use Monte Carlo to as small a value of fi(D) as feasible and then to

extrapolate to larger D, smaller fi(D).

That this stratagem might be acceptable is encouraged by examination of the

many il(D) vs D plots of I and the present paper: it is seen that in all cases In £2(D)

vs D is almost linear but with a somewhat more rapid than linear falling-off of In £2(D)

with D. More detailed examination reveals that if we define Dz by n(Dx) = 10"*,

then V = (D% —Dz)j(Dx — D?,) is closely the same for all cases covering the wide

variety of c(t) and <;((:„„,,) studied. Thus for i = 5, of 16 cases examined at X — 5,

13 had V values between 2.25 and 2.33; V is also only weakly dependent upon X.

This suggests that an acceptable orientation for an unknown c(t), gyCm^) would

be to use, as a function of X, Monte Carlo down to, say, fi(D) = 10~5 and then

extrapolate using V taken from those known and accurately evaluated contexts most

closely resembling the unknowns in question. (Note that an error as large as ±0.1

in V, which is most unlikely, corresponds to only an error of a factor 2 in ft(£>) at

il(D) < 10~8 which is almost inconsequential in most circumstances.) There is also

the question of the accuracy that must be achieved in the Monte-Carlo estimate at,

say, U(D) = 10~s in order to achieve an acceptable accuracy in the extrapolation to

Sl(D) = 10-8: here one finds that a 20% error in fi(I>) at fi(£>) ~ 10"5 translates

into a factor 2 error in fi(D) at il(D) ~ 10~8. (Similar considerations apply to the

evaluation of mixtures of pulse forms and to the possible influence upon each other

of two or more pulses closely related in time.]
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Figure captions

1. Accuracy of the X* expansions for tl(D) of expressions (6) and (7) of the text

for 0 < D < 1 and 1 < D < 2, respectively. The percentage error is denned as

100 [(n^ppron/flenaci) - 1]; for the solid curves the error is positive and for the

dashed curves negative. D-values given on the curves.

2. Coefficient of an empirical A'5 term needed to bring the A'4-expansions of ex-

pressions (6) and (7) of the text for ft(D) in the ranges 0 < D < 1 and

1 < D < 2, respectively, into full agreement with the exact values. For the

solid curves the coefficient of Xs is positive and for the dashed curves negative.

D-values given on the curves.

3. fl(D) for pure exponential pulses all of the same height. The region below

and to the left of the dashed line is that within which the accuracy of the

approximation (9) of the text (not to be used for D < 2) betters 20%. X-values

given on the curves.

4. Pulse forms for: (a) the sawtooth/flat-top portico; (b) the tented portico. In (b)

the graft at t2 between the linear run-down from the peak and the exponential

tail is effected at a fraction / of the peak height which is also the value of c{t)

at f = *,.

5. Pulse pile-up for the sawtooth/flat-top portico pulse form of fig. 4(a) and for

the choice tt = ^<2- 'rvalues given on the curves.

6. Sugarloaf portico pulse form. The /-values at which the smooth graft between

sugarloaf portico and exponential tail is effected are measured in terms of the
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maximum pulse height; they are indicated by the arrows and given on the

curves.

7. Pulse pile-up for the sugarloaf portico pulse form of fig. 6. /-values given on

the curves.

8. Effect of the exponential tail of fig. 6 on pulse pile-up. £l(D)t refers to the

tailed pulse of fig. 6; fi(D), refers to what the pile-up probability would have

been at the same absolute counting rate had the exponential tail been removed

and the residual sugarloaf been made whole, viz. symmetrical about the time
/ 2 i \

11 = — \J\—f I at which the maximum pulse height of unity is reached. /-

values given on the curves.

9. il(D) for pure exponential pulses e"' (full curves) for -Y-values given on the

curves compared with il(D) for sawteeth also all of height unity and of length

Tc in units of the exponentials' decay constant (unity); Tc = 1.50, 1.57, 1.63

and 1.G7 for X = 0.5, 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
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